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SPECIAL SECTIONS
As Australia’s leading metal rollforming specialists,
Australian Rollforming Manufacturers is driven by
finding solutions to complex problems. We pride
ourselves on our superior capabilities, highly skilled
team and excellent service.
We specialise in rollforming, shaping, drilling, punching
and cutting metal with precision accuracy, down to the
millimetre. Combined with our decades of in-house
expertise, we offer our customers precision accuracy,
excellent customer service and quality Australian
products on time, every time.
At Australian Rollforming Manufacturers, we live and
breathe metal rollforming. In fact, we rollform almost a
million metres of metal every year!
Special Sections Examples

Australian Rollforming provides world-class metal
rollforming, design and fabrication, as well as dedicated
project management services to a wide range of
national and international engineering projects.
So, if you’re looking for standard or custom “special”
section metal rollforming, our highly skilled team and
state-of-the-art equipment can get your project done.
Our leading metal rollforming solutions enable us to
roll in thicknesses up to 10mm in any length or shape
required. You name it, we can roll it.
With a focus on light to heavy gauge profiles, Australian
Rollforming can do “anything”, including:
■ 1600+ established profile designs and sections
■ Conversion of sketches or shop drawings to
preliminary or finished designs
■ Re-engineer existing designs to obtain the most
cost effective outcome without jeopardising the
integrity of the component
■ Innovative design and engineering services that
can handle the most demanding projects and
stringent criteria
■ Design and rollform custom and/or standard
profiles to Australian and all major international
standards
■ Specialise in in-line punching, rotary piercing,
transverse ribbing, curving and welding
■ Produce a wide range of materials including
stainless steel, aluminium, copper, mild steel and
all types of coated coil
■ Roll in thicknesses from 0.3mm to 12mm, in any
length and shape required
Contact us to discuss your requirements.
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